Ethical Luxury Market 2017: Key Players – Hen
Fruit, Hippeas, Lycka, Toast Craft Beer, Fair
Drinks and More
PUNE, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA,
January 11, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -WiseGuyReports published new report,
titled “Ethical Luxury”
Summary
"TrendSights Analysis: Ethical Luxury", is
part of TrendSights series and explores
how brands can combine premium
credentials with responsible and
sustainable choices.
Quality-focused consumers are
Ethical Luxury Market
embracing products that they consider to
be both ethically virtuous and personally
pleasurable - premium products signifying improved sustainability and responsibility. The sense of
status acquired through the consumption of responsible products is appealing to consumers in both
encouraging premium spend to trade up to these products but also justifying the premium positioning
of these offerings.
GET SAMPLE REPORT @ https://www.wiseguyreports.com/sample-request/2659641-trendsightsanalysis-ethical-luxury-combining-premium-credentials-with-responsible-choices
Companies mentioned
Hen Fruit
Hippeas
Lycka
Dash Water
ChariTea
Karma Cola
Toast Craft Beer
Agua Piedra
Fair Drinks
The Soap Co
Cantecaille
Dior
McAdams
Kleenex
Jiminy's

Method
Scope
- 35% of global consumers would be encouraged to purchase premium products if they were
environmentally friendly.
- Living responsible lifestyles is becoming more important for today’s consumers, with three quarters
globally believing living and ethical/sustainable lifestyle to be important in creating a feeling of
wellbeing or wellness.
- To tap into this trend brands need to place sustainability and ethics at the heart of the brand ethos ensuring that responsibility permeates across all parts of the proposition, from production through to
packaging, will ensure authenticity and also product integrity, which can assist in commanding a
premium price point.
Key points
- Gain insight into the different routes through by which products can align with the Ethical Luxury
trend including examples of best-in-class innovation.
- Compare the presence of this trend in each industry across the FMCG space, and learn what the
key opportunities are.
- Identify the innovation implications of Ethical Luxury for your sector.
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About US
Wise Guy Reports is part of the Wise Guy Research Consultants Pvt. Ltd. and offers premium
progressive statistical surveying, market research reports, analysis & forecast data for industries and
governments around the globe.
For accessing accurate and deep understanding and to gain latest insights and key developments in
the area of your interest, we also have a list of conferences in which you will be interested in, for more
information, cordially check
https://www.wiseguyreports.com/conferences
For updating knowledge or for thoroughly understanding various terminologies, we also have vast list
of seminars for your reference, for more information cordially check
https://www.wiseguyreports.com/seminars
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